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The Alumni Career Center supports maintaining strong relations

Mission:

among an exceedingly engaged, vibrant community of more than

To cultivate GUST loyalty by creating a sustainable community of

7,000 alumni. Graduates of GUST are the most potent symbol of

alumni and encouraging them to participate actively and

success and effectiveness as an institution, and it is only

passionately in the community through offering a dynamic

appropriate that the Center continues to support and nurture

alumni program that would foster lifelong bonds between GUST

alumni along their professional journey. As part of the mission

and its graduates who are forever the genuine asset of GUST.

and accomplishing our objectives, alumni are offered outstanding
services and continuous support throughout their careers.

Connect with us:
Instagram: @gust_alumni

One of the most important objectives for the Alumni Career

Tel.: +(965) 2530-7167 / 7058

Center at GUST is to establish the “GUST Alumni Association” and

Email: alumni@gust.edu.kw

encourage all alumni to become active members. The Alumni
Career Center provides various activities, programs and events
that are designed to meet the needs of all alumni. In order to
promote active interaction between the members, the Alumni
Career Center is devoted to establish and administer a
networking website of the Alumni association. The Alumni Career
via direct contact, email blasts, alumni web pages, and other
publications as well as publishing regular alumni newsletter and
bulletins highlighting activities and achievements by Alumni.
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Center aims at maintaining regular communication with alumni

GUIDE TO THE

The 23rd Career fair is your guide to the corporate world. Additionally, it
provides outstanding opportunities to network with potential
employers, with a number of one-on-one sessions and group sessions
available at their disposal! Providing them information about the
industry and to answer their questions. Also, some of our alumni
participated in this year career fair
The career fair offers the following:
• Opportunities to interact one-on-one with employers of interest
• Develop an understanding of the industry you are interested in
• Practice and develop networking skills
• Get to know the organizations and positions they are hiring for

from employers
• Discover a variety of internship and job opportunities
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• Establish professional relationships and gather contact information

SPONSORS
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Sunday, March 13, 2022

23 CAREER FAIR
RD

Day 2
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Monday, March 14, 2022

A MESSAGE

Gulf Bank’s vision and values embrace business and people

and real-life business innovation projects applicable to

excellence with emphasis on organizational and individual

departments bank-wide.

capabilities in order to establish its status as the leading Kuwaiti
bank of the future. AJYAL development and training program is

AJYAL’s main objective is to develop the participants’ capabilities

a core pillar of this strategic foundation, translating this vision

to foster a performance-driven culture (PEOPLE), introduce tech-

into reality and developing talent through world class

nology solutions to enable a bank-wide digital transformation

competency-based learning experiences.

(TECHNOLOGY) and to adopt world-class Risk Management practices (RISK), which in turn, would result in achieving the mission

AJYAL is Gulf Bank’s flagship youth development program which

of providing customers with simple and innovative services, in

provides core business, knowledge and skills that are aimed at

order to enable sustainable growth.

helping holistic banking professionals establish their credibility
in the organization, all whilst aligning with the core

Embarking on its 8th cohort, AJYAL aims to target aspiring young

competencies outlined by Gulf Bank. By targeting the core

Kuwaiti professionals. The program helps learners develop key

competencies for the banking industry, the program equips

banking skills, cultivating high performing, holistic bankers who

learners with the necessary tools to strive for personal and team

are at the focus on the bank’s long-term growth strategy and

excellence and strengthens their learning agility by continuously

have demonstrated promising potential on both a personal and

challenging them.

professional level. The program also offers the top achievers an

Participants are selected through a rigorous application and

long additional module, as well as visit pre-arranged site visits to

screening

panel

top banks. Upon program completion, participants will have

interviews. Once selected, a 6-month learning journey begins

established a comprehensive experience across Gulf Bank and

with an introduction to the fundamentals of banking and

would be prepared to go on to develop fulfilling careers across

innovation before delving into rotations, an intensive boot-camp

various areas and departments within the bank.

process

which

includes

in-person

and
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opportunity to travel overseas to attend an external, one-week

A MESSAGE

AJYAL graduates go on to develop fulfilling careers across various
areas and departments within Gulf Bank. They would have also
developed a deeper understanding of banking, real business
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challenges and international best practices.

A MESSAGE

Alghanim Industries returns to host GUST’s 23rd
Annual Career Fair:
Alghanim Industries, one of the largest privately owned

A diverse, welcoming environment allows our employees to

companies in the Middle East, is proud to return as a diamond

develop their skills alongside one of the brightest, most

sponsor for GUST’s 23rd Annual Career Fair. We look forward to

experienced workforces in the region.

informing students about the latest opportunities available
across the many sectors we operate within, including but not

Our commitment to corporate social responsibility is another

limited to: engineering, retail electronics, automotive sales and

one of our pillars, and we are proud to support the valiant efforts

service, logistics and warehousing, fast moving consumer goods,

of organizations such as INJAZ Kuwait and the Kuwait Red

food & beverage, insurance, consumer credit, and travel.

Crescent Society.

As a people-driven organization, Alghanim does not simply focus

We have much more to discuss, and we hope that you can pass

on hiring the best, but also on developing their strengths so they

by our booth to communicate with our company representatives

can unlock their full potential. Accordingly, we are always driven

and learn more about our job, internship and professional

to find and recruit the youth of Kuwait, with an eye on providing

development opportunities and application process.

them with the tools and experience that enable them to become
the leaders of tomorrow. This ethos sits at the core of our latest
students the opportunity to participate in a comprehensive 9-12
month program that focuses on practical training and
development, both onsite and offsite.
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initiative, the Alghanim Industries Academy, which offers
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Take your first
step towards
success with us

A MESSAGE

OOREDOO:
Ooredoo Kuwait, the first to introduce innovative digital services

witnessing significant dynamic changes that require creative

in Kuwait, boasts a dynamic and fresh corporate culture where

youthful minds.

new ideas are nurtured, and everyone is given a fair chance to
grow and maximize their potential. Ooredoo employees are

Ooredoo Kuwait’s support for youth is deep-rooted within the

always given opportunities to develop their skills and enhance

company’s strategy across the organization in Ooredoo with the

their

aim to help them discover their potential, open new horizons for

knowledge

through

extensive

year-round

training

programs along with new challenges to develop their interests.

the ambitious youth by providing them with an array of
opportunities to apply their educational knowledge to the

Ooredoo Kuwait takes upon itself the responsibility of

professional world.

attracting, maintaining and encouraging national talents and
developing their skills in light of the accelerating pace of digital
transformation and technological change that the world is
witnessing - especially in the telecommunications sector.
Kuwaiti youth are looking for the right support and providing
them with job opportunities and creating the most appropriate
environment for creative youth energies, is one of the main

Kuwaiti Youth have proven that they are capable of taking
responsibility and participating in the development process. It
has become imperative for Ooredoo Kuwait to provide them
with jobs and professions in the telecom sector; one which is
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objectives of Ooredoo Kuwait today.

A MESSAGE

KFH: Forsa” Program
As part of KFH strategy to train and qualify national labor, KFH

You may register your wish to join the program and KFH family

introduces “Forsa” program which comprises top Kuwaiti

by visiting KFH pavilion participating in the career exhibition or

graduates from several universities. The “Forsa” programs,

through www.kfh.com.

launched periodically by the bank, comprise comprehensive
training programs and workshops aiming to refurbish trainees’
skills in various business fields at the bank, view financial
services, products and management and planning methods
under the supervision of a group of highly distinguished and
selected instructors.
The “Forsa” program includes advanced training courses that
employ diversified educational methods. The program comprises
delegation journeys to Silicon Valley, field workshops and visits
to the largest global IT organizations e.g., Microsoft, Google,
Apple, and other IT giants. Also, it includes visits to the largest
and most advanced US universities in the field of digitalization
center in Silicon Valley and several other global and reputable
FinTech organizations. Also, it includes field visits to Kuwait Turk,
a leading digital bank, to view the services of Kuwait Turk
innovation and research centers as part of a team comprising
hundreds of engineers.
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e.g., Berkley University in California, field visits to the innovation

A MESSAGE

Boubyan Bank… Young & Ambitious
Boubyan has always been recognized as a young Kuwaiti bank
that trusts the youths with outstanding leading roles and
provides all the training and academic resources that give
them an excellent opportunity to gain professional and
practical expertise, and improve at a young age. We succeeded
over the past years in attracting ambitious young Kuwaitis
who helped the bank maintain a high national manpower
ratio of 80% approximately.
Ambitious Cadres in The Right Place
Boubyan Bank places training and development of employees
among its top priorities. Over the past years, we launched many
initiatives focused on sharpening our employees’ skills, without
ignoring our social responsibility towards training Kuwaiti fresh
graduates to help them be ready to join the Kuwaiti private

Boubyan Business School
This is the first innovative training initiative of its kind in
Kuwait that serves as an umbrella for other academies focusing
on each segment of the bank’s employees. There are five main
academies; the first is focused on technology, the second

Khaled Al Rahmani
Executive Manager-HR
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sector. Below are some examples of these initiatives:

A MESSAGE

focuses on technical aspects of the banking business, the third

Harvard University

focuses on consumer banking services, the fourth focuses on

Over the past year, three of our employees completed Harvard

wealth-management, while the last academy focuses on

Business School Program in collaboration with the Institute of

leadership and management.

Banking Studies for the development of senior leadership skills.

Boubyan Explorer

Partnership with Duke

The bank launched “Boubyan Explorer” that offers training and

Boubyan inked a strategic partnership with Duke University to

recruitment opportunities to a group of Kuwaiti fresh graduates

launch a training program to sharpen the leadership skills of

and encourages innovative thinking to prepare them for

the bank’s leaders.

kick-starting their professional careers or to start their own
business. It serves as a hands-on experience where participants

GUST’s MBA

learn how to test ideas and develop market insights.

Since 2012, more than 110 of our employees of both genders
have enrolled in GUST’s MBA program under the sponsorship of

Career PRIME

Boubyan Bank by virtue of an agreement with GUST to enhance

Boubyan launched this new intensive program that saw newly

the management skills of our human resources.

organization in different departments. This came as a part of

NOMO.. Innovative Digital Bank

our belief in investing in aspiring talents by empowering their

As a modern Islamic bank that focuses on digital banking, our

growth within the organization to have fulfilling careers.

subsidiary “Bank of London and the Middle East” launched the
UK-based NOMO Bank in 2021, which is the world’s first
Sharia¬-compliant Islamic digital bank.
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hired candidates develop their banking skills to serve the

A MESSAGE

KIB sponsors and participates in GUST’s 23rd annual Career Fair

market, and well prepare for successful professional career

Kuwait, March 2022: Placing its youth initiatives at the forefront

interviews post-graduation.

of

its

pioneering

social

responsibility

program,

Kuwait

International Bank (KIB) recently announced its diamond

Speaking about KIB’s sponsorship and participation in the Fair,

sponsorship of, and participation in, the University of The Gulf for

General Manager of Human Resources Department at KIB, Firas

Science and Technology (GUST)’s 23rd Annual Career Fair. KIB’s

Al-Darmi, reaffirmed the Bank’s commitment to supporting the

support of this event, which took place at the university campus

various career fairs held in Kuwait, as they provide ample

last Sunday and Monday, March 13th, and 14th 2022, came as part

opportunities for students to gain insights hands-on from

of its efforts to empower the ambitious Kuwaiti youth, while

employers on the different fields of work out there, and find job

aiming to attract fresh and talented graduates.

opportunities that most suit them. He also noted the fairs’ effective
contribution to facilitating the process of searching for new Kuwaiti

Manning the Bank’s branded booth at GUST’s career fair, KIB

competencies and attracting fresh talents who usually possess

representatives welcomed their graduate visitors, introducing

modern perspectives and new ideas in different fields.

them to the basic type of work associated with the banking

“As recruiters, career fairs often provide us with huge platform to

sector, type of job opportunities often available, as well as

determine the level of capabilities available in the field, in order to

answering all their inquiries.

evaluate them and prepare what is necessary to train and refine

The Bank also organized a workshop and a seminar discussing the

job opportunities we can offer them at the Bank, that suit these

latest developments and the most prominent challenges related

capabilities and meet their aspirations in terms of career path.”

to attracting Kuwaiti talents and local competencies to work in

added Al-Darmi.

the banking sector. KIB’s presentation also included the
professional skills necessary to achieve the best results at work, in

Concluding his statement, Al-Darmi praised the success of KIB’s

order to help graduates and supervisors study the banking labor

participation at GUST’s career fair, and in introducing young people
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their and hone their skills accordingly. This in turn helps decide the

A MESSAGE

to the nature of banking jobs and the type of skills required to

that aims at positively impacting all members of the community

work join the field, referring to KIB’s email address for job

through a wide range of impactful initiatives and activities.

opportunities: recruitment@kib.com.kw
Today, KIB has taken concrete steps in implementing its new
where ambitious young people, and all those wishing to join the

strategic objectives. The Bank has cemented its role as a key

KIB family can send their CVs for, as confirmation for their

player in the local banking industry and has continued to

competence and excellence.

maintain its strong financial performance; enabling it to be
globally recognized for its strong credit rating and financial

About KIB

position.

Kuwait International Bank (KIB) is a bank that operates according
to the Islamic Shari’ah, based in the State of Kuwait. Incorporated
in 1973, and originally known as Kuwait Real Estate Bank, KIB
made the transition to its current Islamic operating model in
2007. In 2018, KIB embarked on a new phase of its journey full of
innovation and development. As part of its new strategic
direction, the Bank focuses on offering a next-level customer

Through a network of branches spread across the State of Kuwait,
KIB offers a broad range of banking products and services, as well
as innovative digital banking solutions in line with international
best standards. As part of its duty towards the community, the
Bank also encompasses a leading social responsibility program
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experience under the slogan: “Bank for Life”.

A MESSAGE

Al Mulla Group proudly sponsors the 23rd GUST Career Fair

To learn more about the employment opportunities available at

Al Mulla Group, a leading diversified privately held business

Al Mulla Group’s - Automotive division, please visit

group based in the State of Kuwait, is proud to be a Diamond

www.almullagroup.com/en/career, or scan the QR code provided.

Sponsor of GUST’s 23rd annual Career Fair. As one of the leading
business groups in Kuwait, and a major employer, Al Mulla
Group is committed to attracting, developing, and retaining a
diverse pool of qualified talent that contributes immensely to
our ongoing success.
Al Mulla Group is driven by over 15,000 people from more than
35 countries. Through affiliations with over 40 companies and
subsidiaries and exclusively representing over 200 world-class
global brands. Al Mulla Group runs a diverse portfolio of
business operations in numerous domains including Automotive
distribution and servicing. Today, Al Mulla Automotive Group has
presence in Kuwait, Iraq, Egypt and the UAE, with a workforce of
over 2,500 employees working in numerous divisions and
outlets, and service centers.
If you are looking for an exciting career in the Automotive
Industry, we look forward to hearing from you.
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facilities, including new and used car showrooms, spare parts
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STAY IN TOUCH WITH US
GULF UNIVERSITY FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Block 5 | Building 1 | Mubarak Al-Abdullah Area | West Mishref | Kuwait
Tel: (+965) 2530 7000 | gust.edu.kw

